FILTER OVERVIEW WITH SERVICE INTERVALS
8030 Series Tractors (8130 - 8530)

**CAB**
- RECIRCULATION AIR FILTER
  - STANDARD - RE187966
  - Replace annually and as required

- ACTIVATED CARBON - RE199682
  - Never clean dry or wet!
  - Replace every 500 hours, annually and as required

**HYDRAULIC**
- Kit SCV STACK FILTER - RE269061
  - from serial no. 040000
  - Replace every 1500 hours

**HYDRAULIC - TRANSMISSION**
- OIL FILTER - RE210857
  - Please order 2!
  - Replace every 1500 hours and as required

**CAB**
- FRESH AIR FILTER
  - STANDARD - RE24619
  - HEAVY DUTY - RE67829
  - Replace once a year and as required

- ACTIVATED CARBON - RE237396
  - Never clean dry or wet!
  - Replace every 500 hours, annually and as required

**ENGINE**
- MAIN CARTRIDGE AIR FILTER - RE210102
  - Replace annually and as required

- SAFETY ELEMENT AIR FILTER - RE210103
  - Replace annually and as required

**HYDRAULIC**
- Kit SCV STACK FILTER - RE269061
  - from serial no. 040000
  - Replace every 1500 hours

**FRONT HITCH**
- SCV FILTER - RE285913
  - from serial no. 040000
  - Replace every 1500 hours

**ENGINE**
- OIL FILTER - RE509672
  - Replace after 100, 375 (*) hours and then every 375 (*) hours
  - (*) The service interval is 250 hours if PLUS-50 oil and a genuine John Deere filter are not used.

- KIT MAIN FUEL FILTER and FUEL PRE-FILTER - RE525523
  - Replace every 500 hours and as required

- FILTER ELEMENT - N378886
  - FILTER HOUSING GASKET - N378887
  - Replace as required

Filter element can be back flushed up to five times before being cleaned or replaced.
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